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If it seems absurd to talk about revolution
this is because organized revolutionary
movements have long since disappeared from
the countries where the possibilities of a
decisive transformation of society are
concentrated.
But everything else is even more absurd,
since it is limited to what exists and to
the various ways of putting up with it.
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’ Imagine your life being performed on a stage
* Is it a comedy, a farce, a saga, a soap

opera, a melodrama, a tragedy, or what?
* Be the audience watching your play. Do you

applaud, cry, boo, laugh, go to sleep,
want your money back, or what?

James 8: Jongward
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Maybe you're looking for something
really out of the ordinary? Then take a

A look at the tempting showcase of
‘l Special Range Telephones. Between the
S colourful fun of Mickey Mouse and the

period elegance of the Classic, you’re
. sure to find something that reflects your

personality and lifestyle.
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What I have really
come for is some more of the
tablets you gave me last time. I
am more depressed than I was
last time. I seem to be on edge
all the time and I’m getting
pretty scared about everything.
especially going out. I don"t
seem to be able to face the
world.

ONE IN THREE patients seen IS Ffbm Qndoaluts In-2 are b“:'9f'l'J

anxiety speclietcular H\crotp't¢S 0-ad» ideoloaifl.
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Dora Bryan, currently tour-

ing with a show Let’s Carry on
Camping--which is clearly
nothing to do with peace
camps---said she had seen some
horrible documentaries about
nuclear war on television.

"I don’t like to think too
much about it. Let’s go on
singing Land of Hope and
Glory. It does not seem to
matter as much then.”
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“The feeling of humiliation is nothing but
the feeling of being an object.
Even the simple pleasures of a ride in the
country are generally measured up in terms
of miles on the clock, speeds reached and
petrol consumption. With the rate at which
economic ‘imperatives’ are buying up
feelings, desires and needs and falsifying
them, human beings will soon be left with
nothing but the memory of having once been
alive.....How can even spontaneous laughter
last in a space time that is measured and
measurable, let alone real joy? At best
the dull contentment of the man or woman
who-have-got-their-money‘s-worth, and who
exist by that standard» Only objects can
be measured, which is why exchange always
reifies."

Raoul Vaneigem

Capitalism l\eS made all relatfiovtsltips

com-sodiba relal7t'avt;lti|:; . lvsllt-ere cult:
cou\n\.a¢'\ita relationships exist.’ Ni

$i5ou-C to run our life like at hutincss,
N2. oferutlil. Os Social anal Qmctional

balance sheet anal Hterg is no
tint be plat-5.
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"If people censor the question of their own
everyday life, it is both because they are
aware of its unbearable misery and because
sooner or later they sense - whether they
admit it or not - that all the real
possibilities, all the desires that have
been frustrated by the functioning of
social life, were focused there, and not
at all in the specialized activities or
distractions."

Ggy Debord

' Suicide has become a major '
I problem in the industrialized i

1 na.tions of the Free World. But
L some Eastern European countries 1;
l fare no better. Hungary has the ~

i dubious honor of having the high-
est suicide rate in the world with ii

‘l East Germany an immediate sec- i
ond. Fourteen other nations make

l the list before the United States. i.
‘ Those highest on the list are some
\ of the technologically and indus-

1 trially most advanced nations of the l
world. They are the socialized ’
nations where the people should .

~ have the least to worry about in life l
and future.L
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Why do people in free and prosper-
ous countries hate themselves and
their lives so much that they seek
and all too often find in suicide
the final solution?

coniirontcd uizith ddllfl “F2 in HME
sooelia at Hue Spectacle ,ou\d Hltkekila
that true‘ |>arod$ For uuuteniltt. “Ft,
ii: is hordlz-5 Star-Prisivss that Some At “"15 hm“ Giana‘ invades “Fe '

People choose to lead-E eat-U3.

ilt it a meatture
oi: the poieu-Eta
0; ¢.,;.\3 uh Uta‘:
Hue Smctuéfik
iafuif 6‘ e*9"a‘5

or uuiZl\tu\t.t'c.'al‘3

can lune

SE 0 3%-Q rim: léciiétt-1»
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You should have heard
Prof. Peter Millard, a witty
geriatrician specialising in why
people choose to die. Choose ?
’es, says he; they die more

after bereavement, retirement
or a birthday they’ve been
struggling towards. When doc-
tors wondered how many more
old people had died when
the-y’d had to be moved during
the Liverpool riots, they found
they’d actually died Jen,
because something exciting had
(for once) been going on.

The Present: memo-1|: has b€Ov\ so
oitirtivtigirtéd in important-c Heal.’ it i1&$
bécome. little mere Hum ct rehearsal

For the Future. Present 503 eludes 08
0~S lflné ‘>1’?!-Bvtt Moment i5 ivldatdéd

and oflerwhelmed bu i\b[>PS and P916
For Hsé. Futufé,

Many thoughtful people choose their family monument
-—as well as their cemetery lot—-before the need arises.
Ask your dealer or write Rock of Ages, Barre, Vermont,
for “How To Choose a Family Monument”-— a large
illustrated book available without charge or obligation.

ROCK of AGES
BARRE GRANITE FAMILY MONUMENTS

Before you choose, compare —~ ask your Authorized Dealer
to show you proof ofpermanence in any cemetery.

"Despair is the infantile disorder of the
revolutionaries of everyday life."

Vaneigem
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whatever your dreams - of beautiful
houses, exotic cars and long sun-filled
holidays overseas, perhaps - a big Littlewoods
win could make them a reality.

It could so easily happen. This week,
next week, the week after that. So long as
you send in your coupons it could happen at
literally gay time at all.

Keep dreaming, and keep on posting those
coupons.

 “ d "n a
h var before are now engage ‘le t an e

iiilgteieiigiaepsearch for true love. -<
HLIAFDREn;

iii» rare Sezktiri iocal ""°~
 0 " expertS F631;?‘ drgams
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Thep ' 3 ination. - rfi Q\\rT\\lll€SS as ywogég a M‘ range oi “km grows

and You Ca . QneS B5 YougcC€SSmalCl’\\ng i

"The actual realization of real desires ~ that
is to say, the abolition of all the pseudo
needs and pseudo desires that the system manu-
factures daily in order to perpetuate its own
power ~ cannot take place without the suppres~
sion and positive supersession of the commodity

SpeCtacle'" Strasbourg Situationists
11
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Dr. Cooley was Chairman of
the team which developed the
well-known Lucas Alternative
Corporate Plan. Drawn up by
workers from all trade unions at
Lucas factories in their own .
spare time, the detailed plan
listed over 150 socially useful
products, the manufacture of
which could alleviate the Com-
pany's heavy dependence on
military production.

The object of the plan was
both “to protect the right to
work” and to develop products
“useful to the community at
large".

It was rejected wholesale by
the Lucas Management as an
unwarranted interference

14

Tony Beserekumo is the
dustinan who first thou-ght of
the idea. Born in Toxtetli, of
Nigerian and Yorkshire
parents, lhe believes that jobs
as hard and unrevvardinrg as
bin _co1lect-"ion and street
c-leaning could be trans-
lformed "for the workforce, if
they themselves owned the
company they were working
or. "

‘The reasons given Iby the
Conservative leader, Rag
Fludc, for voting against the
co-operative were more .pc~r-
plexing: “We are in favour
of -the idea of a co-operative,"
ihe says. “But till-E coopera-
tive -did not meet the criteria
.~N-;:-t-ified. They could not
give’ us the information we
needed by the date we
wanted it." No date was ever
set for receipt of applica-
-tions, however, and the
tender docuinents have still
not lb€€1'l sent out. The matter
is still open, or could be.
would h-e be prepared to
reconsi-der? “The decisi-on
has been made," {he said
firmly. He add-e-d, “Who is
behind all this? D-on’t tell
rme ordinary dustmen could
write letters like the ones
received from these men.”

gm, "The world is being transformed in the
/T5i7 direction prescribed by the existence of

A (Q, %_ V Camp‘/(A750 forced labour; which is why it is being
‘ s it fgfigfip/MARY transformed so badly." .

M0i<’TALS. Le..__Im.aae

SOVIET shoppers. drivers,
drinkers and pedestrians face a
new hazard in their daily lives.
Reinforcing his ~ crackdown on
shirkers, absentccs and work-
evaders. the new leader Yuri
Andropov has instituted a
system of spot checks. Any
citizen may be called on to
explain just why he is not at
his desk or his factory bench.

The Prime Minister last
night expanded on her theme
of Victorian values by urging
striking water workers to res:
pect a- “p-uritan work ethic.
instead of attempting to de-

rive the community of one of
fife’s essentials.

Mrs Thatcher, speaking in
Glasgow, said that honesty,
thrift, reliability, and hard
work and a sense of I‘£'Sp0!'lS?lbl-
lity for fellow men were -not
simply, Victorian values, _ but
part of the enduring principles
at the Western world.

Seen fiom the outside, the
Confederation ofBritish Industry and
the lronsport and General Workers
Union would seem to be very different
bodes.

Seen flrom the inside, os we have
seen them, they ore very similar

15
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have btcomt Connie-odiliitfi. ‘Thea ere
fa-eke-sod and eFFereo\ to us For tnnwmftion. t
HQ wander along

the shelves at an
Ueoloatcal Sufi!‘ -
markelf tnvllri-*3

Sbméemt to St“
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He told police that he was
not a psychopath and had re-
ceived no messages from God.
He had felt oppressed at home
and dissatisfied with the main
political parties. He had con-
tacted the Workers’ Revolu-
tionary Party, the Socialist
Workers’ Pa1't.y, the Communist
Party, and the R-evolutionary
Communist Party.

After reading their literature
he had decided that the Com-
munrist Party was not revolu-

' h d h latetlonary enoug an -e r
came to the same conclusion
about -the WRP and the SWP.
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with a subscription to Marxism Today. i
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"People rely on Causes because they haven't
been able to make their own life a Cause
sufficient unto itself."
16 Vaneigem

"The revolutionary movement is its own
laboratory and provides its own data...
what we must aim at is to fail clearlv
each time, over and over."

Ken Knabb
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THREE people were nailed to wooden crosses yesterday
in Manila to mark the Crucifixion. Mario Castro, aged 31,
and Bob Velez, aged 41. stayed on their crosses for five
minutes after nails were hammered through their palms.

Luciana Reyes, aged 024, the third penitcnt (above)
was nailed to a cross before a crowd of 10.000 pilgrims
and tourists in Bulacan province, the Philippine News
Agency said. but did not say how long she remained
suspended. Her previous seven crucifixions lasted from
three to five seconds.
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"All formswof contempt of authority,such as
stubbornness,disobedience or rebellion are
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"Revolution is the creation of new
living institutions, new groupings,
new social relationships..........
Revolution is the organization of all
public services by those who work in
them in their own interest as well as
the public's. Revolution is the dest-
ruction of all coercive ties; it is the
autonomy of groups, of communes, of
regions; Revolution is the free
federation brought about by a desire
for co-operation, by individual and
collective interests, by the needs of
production and defence; Revolution is
the constitution of innumerable free
groupings based on ideas, wishes and
tastes of all kinds that exist among
the people; Revolution is the forming
and disbanding of thousands of
representative, district, communal,
regional, national bodies which, without
having any legislative power, serve to
make known and to co-ordinate the
desires and interests of people near
and far and which act through
information, advice and example."

Errico Malatesta
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"An efficiently hierarchised army can win a
war, but not a revolution; an undisciplined
mob can win neither. The problem is how to
organize without creating a hierarchy;...,,
the only safeguard against authority and
rigidity setting in is a playful attitude."

Vaneigem
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"To federate moments, to bring out the
pleasure in them, to release their promise
of life is already to be learning how to
construct a 'situation'"

Vaneigem

The F|a3cu\ ‘eursuralf at Pleasure has
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"The game we are about to play is the game of
our creativity. Its rules are radically
opposed to the rules and laws controlling our
society. It is a game of loser wins; what you
are is more important than what is said, what
is lived is more important than what is
represented on the level of appearances. This
game must be played right through to its
conclusion." .

Vaneigem



"The desire to play has
returned to destroy the
hierarchical society
which banished it."

Vaneigem

If you liked the taste...
Then you may like some of the following:

The Revolution of Everyday Life, Raoul Vaneigem,
£450.
The Society of the Spectacle, Guy Debord, £3.50.
On the Poverty of Student Life, £1.50.
The Reproduction of Everyday Life, Perlman, £1.00.
The Situationist international Anthology, Ed. Ken
Knabb, £10.50.
And Yet it Moves, Boy lgor, £3.00.

All available from A Distribution, 84b Whitechapel
High Street, London E1. Trade orders may be
phoned/faxed to 081-558 7732.
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Spectacular Times
Titles in Print

ST4 Fin de Spectacle 50p
ST7 Women and the Spectacle 50p
ST8 The Spectacle:

A Skeleton Key 60p
ST10 Animals 90p
ST11 More of the Shame 60p
ST12 Bad Days Will End 90p
ST13 Cities or lllusion 90p
ST14 Bigger Cages, Longer

Chains £1.50
Buffol 1 & 2 £1.00
A True Historie and Account
of the Pyrate Captain
Misson £1.00
Revolutionary Self- Theory 90p

All available from A Distribution, 84b Whitechapel
High Street, London E1. Trade orders can be
phoned/faxed to 081-558 7732.
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New Anarchist Review

"~

{gs-I'F" a§ARCHiST REVIEW
!\€“‘ i>-“"' ‘"'%

Want to know what‘s new in anarchist publishing?

The New Anarchist Review is a quarterly A5 booklet
with reviews and details of where to obtain the books
that interest you.

For a minimum donation of £1.00, we’ll send you tour
issues. Write to: NAR, 84b Whitechapel High Street,
London E1.
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Thanksto:
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for ‘Paradise’ photo; Laura Norder for artwork on
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Marx‘.
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